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Summary:
The last 10 years we have been overwhelmed by the get-rich-quick schemes on the internet. The

Myth 1: Buy this ˆSuper Magic˜ software and you will become an internet millionaire overnight.

Although there are great software titles out there that can automate your business, there is n
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The last 10 years we have been overwhelmed by the get-rich-quick schemes on the internet. The

Myth 1: Buy this ˆSuper Magic˜ software and you will become an internet millionaire overnight.

Although there are great software titles out there that can automate your business, there is n
Myth 2: I make 35.000$ per month!

It´s true, people who make that income exist and maybe more. But what they don´t tell you is h

You see those sales letters and the photos with proof of making 600$ per day? Did they also sh
Myth 3: Become Rich with other people´s efforts.

This refers to MLM and similar techniques. You shouldn´t contemn multilevel marketing complete

Do you honestly believe that you will find 3 business partners becoming your downline and each
Myth 4: Work only 10 minutes per day!

I wish this could be real. We should believe in the saying ˆwork smarter not harder˜ but there
Myth 5: I make 50.000$ per month. Buy my 19.95$ ˆSuper Magic Secret E-book˜

Isn´t that obvious? Doesn´t it ring the bell? If you had that ˆ50.000$ Super Secret˜ would you
Myth 6: Buy 5.000.000 email addresses CD. Only 99$!

Be Careful. This is SPAM. Have no doubt about it. Don´t even think of purchasing this. Those e
Myth 7: Sign to 50 Auto Hits Generation websites and Get 20.000 visitors per day.

There is another saying for that: ˆGarbage in ˘ Garbage out˜. Think for a while, if you are us
So, you think you are the only one who thought about that? No you are not.
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